EAST BELCHER ROAD
COMPOST SITE REGULATIONS
FOR RESIDENTS / LANDSCAPERS
OF FOXBOROUGH ONLY

1. Only grass, leaves, brush, bushes, and branches no larger than 4” in diameter allowed.

2. Leaves and grass MUST be separated from other materials and dumped in appropriate area.

3. Bushes, brush, tree limbs and branches must be dumped in appropriate area after separating from leaves and grass. Stumps are not allowed.

4. See signs for appropriate spots to dump.

5. Dump material from plastic bags and dispose of bags in trash receptacle. DO NOT LEAVE PLASTIC BAGS IN DUMPING AREA.

6. Dispose of leaves in Bio-Bags in proper area. Bio-Bags can be composted.

7. NO landscape timbers, fence, or other manufactured wood products.

8. If you can nail it – It doesn’t belong here.

9. NO trash or construction debris.

HOURS OF OPERATION

Weekdays 7:45 a.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Saturday 7:30 a.m. – 3:45 p.m.